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Abstract
The most conspicuous form of agricultural experiment is the field trial, and within the history
of such trials, the arrival of the randomised control trial (RCT) is considered revolutionary.
Originating with R.A. Fisher within British agricultural science in the 1920s and 30s, the RCT
has since become one of the most prodigiously used experimental techniques throughout
the natural and social sciences. Philosophers of science have already scrutinised the
epistemological uniqueness of RCTs, undermining their status as the ‘gold standard’ in
experimental design. The present paper introduces a historical case study from the origins of
the RCT, uncovering the initially cool reception given to this method by agricultural scientists
at the University of Cambridge and the (Cambridge based) National Institute of Agricultural
Botany (NIAB). Rather than giving further attention to the RCT, the paper focuses instead on
a competitor method – the half-drill strip – which both predated the RCT and remained in
wide use for at least a decade beyond the latter’s arrival. In telling this history, John
Pickstone’s Ways of Knowing is adopted, as the most flexible, and productive way to write
the history of science, particularly when sciences and scientists have to work across a
number of different kinds of place. It is shown that those who resisted the RCT did so in
order to preserve epistemic and social goals that randomisation would have otherwise run a
tractor through.
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1. Introduction
When it comes to the history and philosophy of agricultural experiments, Britain in the 1920s
and 30s is remembered above all for the pioneering research of R.A. Fisher at Rothamsted
Experimental Station (RES).1 While there is a small scholarly disagreement over who
pioneered randomisation in the setup of experimental design (Hacking 1988), it is generally
agreed that Fisher did the most to establish and then popularise the randomised control trial
(RCT) (Armitage 2003; Gower 1988; Hall 2002; Parolini 2014). Today the virtues of the RCT
are often lauded as the best means of ensuring truly reliable experimental results in
everything from medicine to public policy. Philosophers of science have already scrutinised
the uniqueness of RCTs, undermining their status as the ‘gold standard’ in experimental
design (Cartwright 2007; Cartwright and Munro 2010).
While Fisher and the RCT are well known, the same cannot be said for his
contemporary and collaborator, William Sealy Gosset, a fellow statistician, and analyst for
Guinness breweries who is more famous today for his publications under the pen name
‘Student’ (McMullen 1939; Pearson 1939; Plackett and Barnard 1990). A disagreement
eventually emerged between Gosset and Fisher that rumbled on for many years and
became public in their lifetimes, one which revolved around the value of randomised as
opposed to ‘systematic’ experimental design. A number of historians have had cause to
comment on the debate, though none have pursued it particularly deeply, or attended to the
immediate agricultural world for which it mattered (Box 1978; Gigerenzer et al. 1989;
Hacking 1988: Hall 2007). Two recent authors who have given substantial time to the
debate, have done so with a revisionist statistical programme in mind. They “lament what
could have been in the statistical sciences if only Fisher had cared to understand the full
import of Gosset’s insights” and describe the latter as “Charming, rustic, and mysterious...a
very Woody Guthrie of mathematical statistics”, vastly different to the ‘waspish’ Fisher
(McCloskey and Ziliak 2008, 212-214). The present paper will not address the more
technical elements of the Fisher-Gosset debate, linking them to the wider history of twentieth
century science and society, which shall be the job of a future paper. Instead here I
approach the debate from the ground up, looking at a significant case – agricultural field
trials organised by the University of Cambridge and the Cambridge based National Institute
of Agricultural Botany (NIAB) – where the implications of Fisher’s and Gosset’s positions
were materially realised. At the centre of the argument are two rival trialling methods, the
half-drill strip, and the RCT. Adopting the latter over the former might appear to be nothing
more than a question of good sense, of increasing the certainty of our experimental results,
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and so on. On the contrary, the two methods embodied starkly different epistemological
goals and values, that in some aspects were incommensurable.
Two philosophical conclusions are reached. Firstly, attention to the epistemic goals of
experimental programmes (Ankeny and Leonelli 2011), is crucial for understanding choice
of experimental method, explaining why experimenters sometimes sharply disagree – and in
cases where different evidentiary standards are in play cannot agree (Hicks 2015) – as to
the best method to adopt. Secondly, thanks to the material form that it imposes on
experimental resources, randomisation is prejudicial to certain epistemic goals and values
that otherwise might be accommodated (Elliott and McKaughan 2014), and which therefore
must be accounted for whenever randomisation is employed. In addition, and at the
boundary between philosophy and sociology of science, the case also provides further
evidence of the social and epistemological alignment that takes place fieldside between
scientists and farmers (Diser 2012; Henke 2008; Latour 1988; Maat 2011).
The paper consists of two halves. The first analyses in what sense, and to what
extent, these field trials constituted experiments. The answer requires close attention to their
epistemic and social goals. Having explained the latter in detail, the first half ends by
returning to the question of what kind of experiment these trials were, with an explanation in
terms of John Pickstone’s ‘ways of knowing’ (Pickstone 2000).2 The second half of the paper
then applies ways of knowing (WoK) to the Fisher-Gosset debate. The half-drill strip trialling
method is considered first, and the extent to which it achieved the epistemological goals of
the first half are explained. This exercise is then repeated for the RCT. It is argued that the
desire to preserve certain epistemic and social goals, and three key epistemic values (of
reliability, imitability, and significant novelty), are sufficient explanation for the divergence of
views on the usefulness of the RCT in field trialling. Different epistemic goals can cause
sharp disagreements about appropriate methodology, while RCTs narrow the variety of
epistemic goals and values that might otherwise be embraced.
2. What kind of experiment are field trials?
This question is complementary to asking what kinds of agricultural experiment there are
(Maat 2011), but requires attention to the philosophy of experiment. Answering this question
is difficult because our most thoroughgoing accounts of experiment have focussed
exclusively on laboratory settings, though recently there have been signs of change. Mary
Morgan has made an important intervention on behalf of the qualitative difference between
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‘Nature’s experiments’ and ‘natural experiments’, two forms of experiment that remain underexplored but which need to be integrated into our broader histories and philosophies of
experiment (Morgan 2013). However there is not much in the latter that can immediately
help us to understand field trials as experiments, other than recognising them as forms of
experiment in the mode of ‘intervention and control designed by scientist’, much as
laboratory experiments are. Another author, one who has also identified the dearth of
material on the field sciences in the philosophy of experiment, has dedicated a manuscript to
the subject (Schwarz 2014). However Schwarz follows the lead of the majority of historians
and sociologists of the field sciences, by assuming from the outset that there will be a
considerable difference between a ‘laboratory ideal’ and a ‘field ideal’ when it comes to
experimentation (Kohler 2002). The present paper assumes the contrary; that the same
ideals and epistemic values will be found operating more or less to some extent in all
places, though they might differ in the ways that they exhibit themselves and the order in
which they are prioritised.
This assumption is adopted firstly because places should not be conflated with
practices, and secondly because there is no good reason to think that all epistemic values
cannot be found operating to more or less some extent in all places. Place, epistemic value,
and practice compose a nicely complementary research cluster. Place has been most
extensively developed by geographers of science, whose efforts have contributed to a
disciplinary ‘spatial turn’ in the history and philosophy of science (Finnegan 2008;
Livingstone 2010; Naylor 2005), which has prompted a re-evaluation of the laboratory as a
singularly important kind of place (Gooday 2008). Epistemic values have become
increasingly important in the history and philosophy of science (along with epistemic goals),
as scientific research programmes that deal with social, environmental, and industrial issues
have become more central (Elliott 2011; Steel 2010). Practices meanwhile have been at the
heart of some of our most innovative histories and philosophies of experiment (Chang 2012;
Rheinberger 1997), though in such cases the emphasis on laboratory practice makes them
exceedingly difficult to extend to the field. Such an effort will not be made here, though the
exercise should be highly productive for someone more philosophically sophisticated than I.
Why should places not be conflated with practices? Places can certainly constrain
the practices and research programmes that might be pursued within them (Müller-Wille
2005), while allowing particular practices to flourish. However, even when a new kind of
place allows for a wholly new kind of practice to emerge, that practice cannot be conflated
with that place. As Bruno Strasser has recently emphasised for his own study of collecting
practices “To explore the possibility that collecting practices have been important, not only
for the field and museum sciences but also for the laboratory sciences, it is first necessary to
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question the common conflation by historical actors and scholars alike of places and
practices” (Strasser 2012, 310). The same is true for any practice.
What does it mean to say that all epistemic values can be found operating to more or
less some extent in all places? It means that standards for conforming to epistemic values,
whether those values be of precision, replicability, consilience, and so on, will be set by
researchers working in their own contexts. It is inappropriate to hold all researchers to some
universal set of such values, grouping together one set as the ‘lab ideal’ and another set as
the ‘field ideal’. Instead we should assume that researchers everywhere are interested in
reliability, precision, replicability, and so on, but that the ways in which they hold themselves
to these epistemic values can be exceedingly different. Sometimes those differences will
clearly be related to the kind of place in which they are being exercised, but if we approach
the issue from the wrong way round (seeing a place and immediately assuming what
practices and epistemic values we will find there), we will miss all of the interesting ways in
which scientists work across and through places.
Clearly these arguments need further clarification. To begin unpacking them it is first
necessary to be much more specific about the field trials studied here, understanding their
epistemic and social goals. Doing so shall also make it easier to understand what was at
stake upon the arrival of the RCT.
2.1

The epistemic and social goals of varietal trialling

Field trials have been the cornerstone of efforts to improve farming for centuries (Jonsson
2013), becoming of interest to historians and philosophers of science somewhat more
recently (Hall 2002; Schaffer 2003). What are the goals of such an activity? The first thing to
admit is that while some large goals are often appealed to (for instance NIAB’s original
official motto was “Grow More”), these broad goals are clearly best understood as composed
of smaller sub-goals (Riggs 2003). In what follows a number of different goals (some of
which were either epistemic or social, and others of which were at one and the same time
social and epistemic) shall be teased out.
We can begin in 1908, with the founding of the Norfolk Agricultural Station (NAS), a
privately owned field station established by some of the wealthier farmers in the county
(Hutchinson and Owers 1980). Cambridge University's T.B. Wood (Russell 1930) – who had
been made Drapers Professor of Agriculture in 1907 – was a close collaborator with these
Norfolk organisers and became a member of the Station’s Executive Committee. He
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arranged for the research programme of NAS to become the responsibility of the University
of Cambridge.3 The second annual report for the Station, 1909-10, opened by explaining that
During the last few years the value of breed in cereals has been brought very
prominently before farmers, and the Committee have devoted some considerable
attention to the subject. They consider that in no way can the Station better assist the
farmers of the County than by trying all the new varieties of cereals which are now
being so rapidly introduced, and growing on those which appear to be most suitable
to the district for distribution to subscribers and others.4
This purported new era in plant breeding was being pioneered by geneticists such as Wood,
which itself adds a further dimension to the specifics of varietal trialling in the first half of the
twentieth century. Geneticists cultivated a greater sense of urgency around breeding with
their productivity claims (Radick and Charnley 2013), touting their abilities to practically
‘engineer’ new plants, thereby increasing the need for the assessment of old and new
varieties (Charnley 2013; Palladino 1994). Note the espoused goals of aiding farmers, by A)
finding the varieties most suitable for a geographic area and B) doing so in a way that makes
maximal use of all the new varieties ‘now being so rapidly introduced’. Goal A requires
further clarification. The trials here were carried out with the intention of differentiating
between varieties, taking in characteristics such as susceptibility to disease, response to
climatic changes, and ultimately yield. They were designed to answer what Jonathan
Harwood has called the ‘varietal question’ (Harwood 2012), which was a concern for many
states modernising their agricultural industries at the turn of the twentieth century (Bonneuil
2006; Iori 2013; Maat 2001; Wieland 2006). Only by finding the varieties best suited to
particular areas, and under normal farming conditions (so it was argued), could agricultural
industries modernise and become sufficiently productive.
It was with these private resources, those of the Cambridge University farm, and his
experiences working closely alongside the farming interest, that Wood began to introduce
more sophisticated statistical techniques into agricultural field trials. In 1910 Wood published
an article co-authored with the Cambridge astronomer F.J.M. Stratton, which addressed the
probable error of results produced in a field trial.
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It might seem at first that no two branches of study could be more widely separated
than Agriculture and Astronomy. A moment’s consideration, however, will show that
they have one point in common: both are at the mercy of the weather. The
astronomer’s measurements come short of absolute accuracy because of a great
number of varying atmospheric conditions, each of which is equally likely to make
any one result high or low. He has to obviate this unavoidable lack of accuracy by
making many independent observations, and taking their average. This is, or should
be, the method followed by the agriculturalist. (Wood and Stratton 1910)
Here then is a further goal, C) to manage widely variable environmental conditions, which –
it should be noted – is not a problem that is confined solely to sciences in the field, but can
be just as important in the lab (Ankeny et al. 2014). In the same article Wood also reflected
on the other values of field experiments aside from the collection of new data; “By laying
down such local plots and meeting farmers on them to inspect and discuss the results, the
staffs of the various institutions have been brought into touch with the agricultural public, and
a mutual understanding has resulted.” Wood thereby introduces a fourth goal, D) to achieve
a mutual understanding with farmers.
Wood was amongst the first to adopt the half-drill strip trialling method, which he
began to use in the fields of the Norfolk Station around 1912-135. Section 3 will deal with the
origins of the half-drill strip. Before then, trialling has one further goal that can be uncovered
by attending to NIAB, established around a decade after NAS, to pursue precisely the kind of
varietal trialling work organised their, but on a national scale.
Though NIAB was an independent organisation – established through a mixture of
public and private money, and subsequently maintained through government grants – it was
deliberately built at the heart of Cambridge University's agricultural science buildings and
farms (Berry 2014a; Charnley 2013; Opitz 2011; Palladino 2002; Silvey and Wellington
1997). The genetical research of Rowland Biffen was of particular importance for NIAB’s
founding, and of course that of the Plant Breeding Institute (PBI) some years earlier, in 1912.
There was considerable interaction between NIAB and the University, and also much
discussion and agreement on the topic of field trialling. Soon after the Institute opened its
doors the Director, W.H. Parker, published a pamphlet stating its aims (Parker 1922). At the
top of the list: “To discover by comparison with established Standard forms, the value of new
forms of farm plants, and to determine by comprehensive tests under varied conditions of
soil and climate the areas in which their cultivation would be beneficial to British Agriculture.”

5
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This statement evidences one final goal, E) to compare new varieties directly with older,
established, varieties.
2.2

What kind of experiment are field trials?

To answer this question I adopt John Pickstone’s ways of knowing (WoK), which is more
readily extended to field trialling than are our extant philosophies of experiment. The
decision to pursue WoK is partially inspired by the successes had by the likes of Strasser,
and more recently Abigail Woods in adapting this model to their own cases. Woods has
considered a case all the more similar to the NIAB story told here, as she has focussed on
the importance of field expertise and ‘learning by doing’ for veterinary administrators. Woods
writes “Awarding due historical significance to “learning by doing” re-problematises the
question of why experts subsequently turned to the laboratory” (Woods 2013, 474).
Following this lead, the present paper awards due historical significance to the epistemic
goals and values of field trialling, which re-problematises the question of why the RCT came
to occupy such a preeminent position over experimental design.
WoK also helps us meet the challenge of not assuming that vastly different analytical
categories will be needed when moving from laboratory to field places. Pickstone’s ideals
are dependent only upon minimally specified places and social arrangements, but this is not
all that constitutes them, and infiltration or rearrangement of these places and social
arrangements need not undermine a way of knowing. By making the ideals of WoK our
starting point, we are permitted to follow our historical actors along whatever path they take,
noticing when they appear to be indoctrinated into one way of knowing or another, or when
different ways of knowing are being used in a complementary or antagonistic way. If these
trajectories take in vastly different laboratory places (from CERN to the wet-labs of synthetic
biology), vastly different kinds of field places (from the deep ocean to outer space), and
commercial or public places, amongst other different kinds of place, then so be it. WoK
foregrounds the knower and does not allow natural or social places to straightforwardly
determine thought or method, they merely constrain it.
Pickstone identifies three primary WoK; natural history, analysis, and experiment. It
might be expected for me to now explain the sense in which the field trials discussed here
conform to the experimental WoK. Alas, they do not. Pickstone’s experimentalism has a far
narrower meaning than the notion of experiment typically used elsewhere. The
experimentalist WoK “stresses the relation between experiment and systematised invention;
it concentrates on the creation and control of novelty.” (Pickstone 2000, 136) On these
terms, not only is much of what historians typically refer to as experiment actually something
else, but the field trials in this paper – scientific work with no ambition to create and control
novelty – lose their experimental status. The same goes for RCTs, which here do not
8

attempt to create and control novelty. The word experiment has been allowed to describe all
manner of scientific activities and practices that require access to the world (or models of the
world), sometimes with the caveat that an intervention of some kind has to be performed (by
a scientist or by nature), though this intervention can itself be exceedingly minimal and in
some cases can amount to a mere change of perspective (Okasha 2011). There will be lots
of different ways for scholars to solve these problems for themselves while preserving the
things we otherwise find interesting under the umbrella of ‘experiment’. (Nor, of course, is
experiment the sumtotal of everything interesting about science, far from it, though this
should make restriction of our use of the word all the more important).
The problem is solved for our purposes by allowing Pickstone’s divesting of much
scientific practice, including the trials here, of their commonly accepted status as
experimental. RCTs and trialling are analysis, which has interesting and important
epistemological characteristics of its own. The analytical WoK supposes that the properties
of the material world are best explained by deconstructing them into fundamental elements
and subsequently making classifications based upon them (Pickstone 2000, 84). The
analytical WoK captures perfectly the field trials of interest in this paper. Indeed, in a
passage on botany Pickstone even comes close to describing such varietal field trials
himself, though his attention is actually on botanical gardens and does not concern varietal
differentiation.
Any botanical garden had to find ways of ensuring the growth of plants...but in the
eighteenth century this was a kind of craft knowledge; proper botanists were then
primarily concerned with surface classifications and natural philosophy. The
preferences of plants for certain kinds of soils, climatic regimes, etc., became the
material of science only when analytical botanists came to construe plants as
organisms in characteristic milieux. (Pickstone 1994, 127)
The analytical WoK shall provide our framing from here on out. If, dear reader, you are only
interested in ‘true’ experiments, or ‘real’ experiments, then I have deceived you, though at th
very least you may now have a much clearer idea of what ‘true’ experiment might mean, and
you also might want to reconsider your own motivations studying it as an independent form
of knowledge production.
3. The half-drill strip as analysis
The half-drill strip trialling method, used in NIAB’s large flagship trials from the 1920s and
throughout the 1930s (after which smaller and increasingly randomised trials become the
norm), had been in general development and use for around 15 years before the institute
9

was founded. William Sealy Gosset began developing the statistical basis to what would
eventually become the half-drill strip while working in the laboratories of the Guinness
brewery (Dennison and MacDonagh 1998). He first published on the method in 1911, in an
appendix to a paper on field trials written by Daniel Hall (Olby 1991) and W.B. Mercer, both
of Rothamsted.
...if we are comparing two varieties it is clearly of advantage to arrange the plots in
such a way that the yields of both varieties shall be affected as far as possible by the
same causes to as nearly as possible an equal extent. To do this is it necessary,
from what has been said above, to compare together plots which lie side by side and
also to make the plots as small as may be practicable and convenient. (Appendix to
Mercer and Hall 1911, emphasis added)
His description contains the statistical rationale for the half-drill strip, though the method is
still not so named. In this publication Gosset left out a number of practical considerations
that would need to be addressed before his method could be applied in a trial. These
practicalities were being solved thanks to his long-standing collaboration with another man,
one deeply embedded in farming, food processing, and plant breeding.
Decisive support for the half-drill strip at NIAB came from its Council member Edwin
Sloper Beaven, a figure well known to historians of British agricultural science (Brassley
2000; Palladino 1994).6 His expertise was readily drawn upon, as we see here through his
membership on NIAB’s Council and his support for the half-drill strip, the trialling method he
had himself developed over a number of years with Gosset. Beaven’s farming resources in
Wiltshire provided Gosset with a practical field context to wrestle with, and together they
produced a workable trialling method (Beaven 1909). He had met Gosset through his work
with Guinness, who valued Beaven as both a breeder of new barley varieties and maltster.
When in the early 1920s NIAB embarked on its first comprehensive varietal trialling
programme Beaven was finally prompted to publish the complete method (Beaven 1922a;
Beaven 1922b).
In a half-drill strip trial, a seed drill is pulled along the length of the field (by horse or
tractor). The seed-box (which sits in the centre and above the drill) is partitioned down the
middle, and one half filled with the seed of a variety for trialling, and the other half with seed
from the control variety. When the drill reaches the end of the field, it is turned around and
brought back parallel to the first strips (just as in normal farming practice). The control and
trial variety therefore alternate sides as the drill is pulled up and down the field. This
6
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amongst the first to adopt Beaven’s half-drill strip. UK agricultural science was an intimate business.
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simplicity facilitated the easy inclusion of numerous trial varieties, as one could simply
change the variety poured into that side of the seed-box. After a minimum of three years
repeated trialling across a number of different stations around the country (some attached to
agricultural colleges, others lent to NIAB by philanthropic farming folk), the average
performance of varieties were reported as a percentage of the control varieties’
performance. The clarificatory example given in an account of NIAB’s methods explains that
“variety “A” may be recorded as 115%

2.5% of control”. This means that variety “A” has

yielded 15 per cent. more than control, and all that need be said about the

2.5% is that if

the difference found is greater than three times this Probable Error – in this case it is six
times (2.5 x 6 = 15) – such a difference is regarded by the Institute as worthy of serious
attention” (Parker 1931). Upon such results recommendations were made.
Seeing plant varieties in these terms, as possessing an average yield, is – I argue –
to see them in the terms of analysis (Pickstone 2000, 102). These trials were taken to reveal
something essential about the hereditary capacities of these varieties. After all, the broadest
goal of these trials was to eventually release information to farmers regarding their
differential performances in order to influence future seed sales. Recognising field trials as
conforming to the analytical WoK is important for two reasons. Firstly, doing so embeds
NIAB’s activities in a far wider and longer history of science. We can for instance recognise
that NIAB’s botanical activities were directly inspired by analytic chemistry, which is itself the
most essential touchstone for the ascendancy of analysis in Pickstone’s account. Gosset’s
analytical work in the brewery laboratories of Guinness are good evidence for this, while the
debt to chemistry was even made explicit at the time of NIAB’s formation. Rothamsted – one
of the most important centres for analytical chemistry in the UK – was considered an
inspiration to the Institute’s founders. In the memorandum written to build support for NIAB, it
was stated that the new Institute would “bring scientific botany to bear on the improvement of
the plant in the same way that Rothamsted has revolutionised the treatment of the soil by
chemistry”.7 (This debt will become ironic in the following section.) The genetic context of
NIAB’s work also helps further evidence the brave new analytical world in botany, as the
research programme of key geneticists such as Wilhelm Johannsen (who coined that
elemental term ‘gene’), reduced collections of plants down to individual pure lines in
precisely the way demanded by the analytical WoK (Müller-Wille 2007). Certainly the initial
creation and control of new lines conforms to the experimental WoK, but once novelties
stopped being sought and aberrant plant forms instead begin to become a problem requiring
‘roguing’ (removing from the field and destroying), then experiment has ended, and plant
varieties are put into the analytical hands of field triallers, who can work out what each is
7
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really made of. This is all the more true as some believed that the process of creating ‘purer’
varieties actually dehistoricized these plants (Berry 2014b), erasing their natural history just
as we would expect in the analytical WoK. The second reason for seeing field trialling as
analysis will become apparent when we turn to the RCT.
Before moving on, it remains to highlight the ways in which the half-drill strip
achieved the epistemic and social goals listed in the first half of the paper. Firstly, the halfdrill strip obviously achieves goal A, to find the varieties most suitable for a geographic area,
assessed according to characters such as disease resistance, frost tolerance, and yield,
because it was a method that could be picked up and applied with only a little more attention
and supervision than normal farming practice. The half-drill strip also achieves goal B, to
make maximal use of all the new varieties ‘now being so rapidly introduced’. However,
speed is a relative term, and as we shall see later, when the number of new varieties
increased even further, NIAB was forced to rethink its trialling methodology. As for goal C,
the half-drill strip was explicitly designed to manage widely variable environmental
conditions. In one of Gosset’s later articles on varietal differentiation, published in
Biometrika, he writes:
The peculiar difficulties of the problem [variety testing] lie in the fact that the soil in
which the experiments are to be carried out is nowhere really uniform; however little it
may vary to the eye, it is found to vary not only from acre to acre but from yard to
yard, and even from inch to inch. This variation is anything but random, so that the
ordinary formulae for combining errors of observation which are based on
randomness are even less applicable than usual. (Student 1923, 272).
Goal D, to achieve a mutual understanding with farmers, was a particularly important goal
that the half-drill strip facilitated, because the strips of varieties that it produced on the field
scale were readily recognisable to farmers. Gosset also appreciated the importance of this
goal, as we see in the following comparison of small and large scale trials. “Taking first the
large scale, it has the advantage that the farmer, who always has a healthy contempt for
gardening, may pay some attention to the results; he is to this extent right, that large scale
conditions cannot be accurately reproduced in a wire cage”. Later in the same article he
explains “By means of Beaven’s “half-drill strip” method...This combines the advantage of
growing corn on the large scale with an accuracy almost as great as that of small scale work;
and is within the powers of anyone who can combine the necessary knowledge and patience
with the control of skilled agricultural labour” (Student 1923). Lastly goal E is clearly directly
driven towards by the half-drill strip, as the control varieties selected were always old
established forms or existing varieties commonly grown in the local region, used to provide a
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familiar comparison point to cutting-edge varieties. By demonstrating directly to farmers the
capacities of the new in comparison to the old, it was hoped that trials could operate as a
ratchet on national agricultural productivity.
Despite its lengthy development, and association with some of the most important
figures in agricultural science at this time, the half-drill strip found itself undermined almost
as soon as it was launched in national trials.
4. The RCT as hyper-analysis
By hyper-analysis I mean that the RCT privileges analysis to the point that it excludes
epistemic goals and values that do not contribute directly to its own analytical method. The
half-drill strip on the other hand, while still being an analytical method, can accommodate a
wider variety of epistemic goals and values. ‘Hyper-analysis’ only makes sense in this
comparative context and is not meant as an augmentation of WoK. Pickstone explains that
in “all practical activities there will be a tension between the claims of formal analysis and
those of ‘experience’ which are hard to formulate; we see such tensions in industry and
agriculture as well as in medicine” (Pickstone 2000, p. 114). This description captures
perfectly what was at stake with the emergence of the RCT. This is the second (and weaker)
reason to see field trialling as an instance of the analytical WoK, because otherwise the
close fit of Pickstone’s general description to our case would have to be dismissed as
coincidental.
Fisher developed his appreciation for randomisation by attending to experimental
work conducted in both the fields and laboratories of Rothamsted (Parolini 2013, 82). First
explaining his requirement of randomisation in his 1925 Statistical Methods for Research
Workers, Fisher compared randomised to systematic arrangements (like the half-drill strip),
though he gave no specific examples (Fisher 1925). In a subsequent article he took his
argument further, scrutinising trials that attempted to differentiate between varieties
(precisely as NIAB had been doing for a number of years by this time). “Only a minority of
field experiments are of the simple type, typified by variety trials, in which all possible
comparisons are of equal importance. In most experiments involving manuring or cultural
treatment, the comparisons involving single factors, e.g., with or without phosphate, are of
far higher interest and practical importance than the much more numerous possible
comparisons involving several factors” (Fisher 1926). Speaking as a representative of
Rothamsted, famed for its decades of research into soil and manurial treatments, one might
sense here a certain amount of institutional posturing.8
8

Parolini disagrees and considers it just a matter of statistical good sense. I prefer the dramatic
interpretation. This footnote now signals my potential error. My thanks to Parolini for pointing it out to
me!
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Randomisation produced field arrangements that would be held with considerable
suspicion by those with knowledge of how variable field conditions can be. Fisher certainly
recognised the variability of field sites, but sort to eliminate variability as a problem by
ensuring any results derived from a trial were above a certain threshold of statistical
significance (a true test of which could only be ensured by randomisation). This meant
abstracting away from the particular field in question, only incorporating such knowledge of
its specific variability after the trial had been carried out and auxiliary hypothesis brought in
to explain anomalies. This kind of abstraction was also key to his ongoing efforts toward
ending the disagreement between biometricians and Mendelians at this time (Morrison
2002). Addressing this issue through an example, Fisher preempted those who would be
concerned. “Note what a “bad” distribution chance often supplies; the chloride plots are all
bunched together in the middle of the first block, while they form a solid band across the top
block on the right; in the bottom block on the right, too, all the early plots are on one side,
and all the late plots on the other” (Fisher 1926). A ‘bad’ distribution was the price to be paid
for high levels of certainty. In making this argument Fisher placed his statistics in a
preeminent position over experimental design and robbed trials of important social and
epistemological roles.
First to publicly challenge randomisation was Frank Engledow, agricultural geneticist
at the University and a member of NIAB’s Crop Improvement Committee. In a two-part
article co-authored with his Cambridge colleague George Udny Yule (geneticist and
statistician), Engledow set out both the proper statistical basis to trialling and the practical
difficulties faced by experimenters attempting to ensure their reliability. They then turn to the
question of randomisation. While explaining in a perfectly satisfactory way how their example
could be made to conform to the demands of randomisation, they then write:
We do not propose to follow these theoretical questions further for the reason that
their importance appears to us nullified by practical considerations. The simplicity
attaching to a repeating form of scatter [as used in their example trial]...carries two
solid advantages. It facilitates sowing, observation of the growing plots, and harvest.
Anything which facilitates work in careful yield trials at such periods is of great value.
Sowing randomised plots would call for constant reshuffling of the seed packets if the
plots were, as is usual, sown one after another from beginning to end of the whole
series. It might be avoided by sowing all the A plots wherever they might be, and so
on, but for this the sower would have to tramp over his tilth again and again, and so
poach it. A second advantage of simplicity is insurance against mistakes. In any
considerable piece of plot work there is great risk of mistakes in the “damn fool”
order. An A label on a B sheaf may be more upsetting to results than the adoption, in
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the face of theoretical objection, of a systematically repeating pattern of plots.
(Engledow and Yule 1926)
They instead recommended an alternative. “Dr E.S. Beaven of Warminster has devised the
“Half-Drill-Strip” method, which very ingeniously overcomes the kind of difficulty we have
considered...We commend it to all concerned with field-scale trials.” Researchers based in
laboratories and fields seek to protect their experiments from wasteful impracticalities that
would cast doubt over the reliability of their results. How one decides this issue (the extent to
which tests of statistical significance should be held as more valuable than any other
epistemic consideration) will decide which of the two methods achieves goals A, D and E
best. The only goal that the RCT can immediately serve better than the half-drill strip is B, as
RCT plots take up less space, allowing for more varieties to be dealt with more quickly.
(Though obviously in the eyes of those who do not privilege randomisation, this speed
comes at the cost of reliability). Nor could either method claim superiority over the other
when it came to goal C, the management of widely variable conditions, because
incommensurate epistemic criteria are being appealed to, so that it is not even possible to
agree on the most appropriate means of solving the debate (Hicks 2015). Fortunately (and
inevitably) argument spilled over into other concerns.
Secondly, and relatedly, the demand for randomisation narrowed the kinds of
locations in which field experiments could be expected to take place, as they required high
levels of supervision and trialling expertise. That those who collaborated with NIAB at
agricultural colleges and regional centres across the country could readily adopt the half-drill
strip was of considerable importance for those who relied on external partners to provide
trialling resources. “I have discussed with Sir Daniel Hall the question of the methods of trial
and at his suggestion have also talked over the matter with Dr. Fisher of Rothamsted” wrote
Parker in 1930.
As an outcome of these discussions I remain of the opinion…[that the present
methods of yield testing]...are the best of any of the methods in which ordered, as
distinct from random, distribution is practised. The adoption of random distribution on
a field scale is ruled out by the absence of suitable implements, by the greater
technical skill required in handling and by the great increase in statistical work that
they entail.9

9

NIAB, C-1, Council Papers, No. 103, ‘National Institute of Agricultural Botany, Methods of Trial’,
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The national information gathered through a trial method that could be conducted virtually
anywhere was much more important than any putative certainty lent to the results through
randomisation. The half-drill strip is more imitable for a wider array of would-be triallers, a
characteristic that can be understood as a form of replicability. 10 That the half-drill strip was
more imitable than the RCT meant that it could deliver goal A better than the RCT (though
remember again of course, ‘better’ requires us to fall on one side or the other of reliability),
because it could be applied more readily across the entire country. In laboratory and field
research alike, the epistemological goals of researchers (in this instance, learning about
varietal characters under a wide variety of conditions in collaboration with farmers who
owned the resources that could enable such an investigation) directly influenced the
methods adopted (Ankeny and Leonelli 2011).
Lastly, growing field trials in a manner that was essentially ‘farm-like’ was important
not only for maintaining strong relations between scientists and farmers, but so as to enable
the expert farmer and plant scientist to bring their skills to bear on varietal analysis. Just as
Fisher argued randomisation ensured truly important results could be identified (on his terms
this meant those that passed a true test of statistical significance, ensured by
randomisation), so too did the opponents of randomisation believe they were ensuring truly
important results could be identified. In a draft of the 11th Report of the Council, eventually
circulated in January 1931, Parker writes
Indeed many a farmer cannot grasp the difference that choice of variety may make to
his own results until he has seen a set of these trials. It is all the more important that
the trials should be under careful cultivation and observation throughout their course;
no amount of statistical analysis can compensate for errors in the field or discover
those practical points of difference measurable by eye alone... 11
It is not clear in this quote whether the ‘practical points of difference’ refer to the plants
themselves or the conditions of the field, but perhaps there is no reason to think of the two
as separable? (Recall Gosset’s earlier comments about the limited value of small cage
plots.) Only by growing plants on the field scale could one hope to find significant novelty, or
an understanding of a varieties’ true nature. Such ‘trained judgment’ was perfectly defensible
within and without the laboratory at this time (Daston and Galison 2007). Another point to
make here, is that one should think of field trials as more or less ‘readable’, in the same way
10
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other forms of data representation are. Scientists can choose between many ways to display
their data (graphs, maps, tables, and so on), some of which are going to be more exclusive
in the kinds of readership that can access them, and others more inclusive. These choices
are an excellent way for a scientist to indicate the kind of epistemological status they are
claiming for themselves in relation to the public or other experts (Tufte 2001).12 Inclusive and
exclusive forms of representation can also be an effective way for scientists to make
intellectual property (broad) claims over a domain of knowledge and practice (MacLeod and
Radick 2013). To put the argument clearly; the half-drill strip resulted in field trials that were
more accessible to a non-statistical audience, who could read such fields much as they
would those on their own farm, while the RCT made field trials readable almost solely to the
statistician. Once we recognise that these skills matter for varietal differentiation and
analysis, then once again the half-drill strip out-competes the RCT, this time in achieving
goals D and E.
5. Conclusion
We have seen how a form of analysis that was not prejudicial toward the expertise of
experienced farmers and agricultural botanists (the half-drill strip) was initially preferred, over
and above the purported certainty of a hyper-analytical method (the RCT) which was highly
prejudicial to those who wished to assess varieties on a field scale by their expert eye. Field
triallers in Cambridge did not immediately seize upon the RCT in their varietal differentiation
trials, because it did not achieve the epistemic and social goals of field trialling to the same
extent as the half-drill strip, and because the RCT was actually prejudicial to certain key
epistemic goals and values. Thanks to the use of WoK, this case study can be offered up as
an example of the long history of the analytical WoK being refined, in this instance in order
expand the statistician’s hold over agricultural science and industry. The half drill-strip
remained widely in use throughout the 1930s, though by the early part of the decade it was
beginning to be referred to as merely a good compromise. “The Institute’s methods of trial
have been thoroughly reviewed and discussed with other statistical authorities. It is not
always possible, for physical reasons, to reconcile practical farming with statistical
requirements, but there is no doubt that Dr. Beaven’s half-drill strip system as used by the
Institute, is a compromise, ensures the highest practicable standard of accuracy”.13 How and
why RCTs came to win the day is a story for another time, but some lines of future
investigation are worth speculating on.

12
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We know that when something like analysis or any other WoK climbs a little higher, it
is because the kinds of place and the social arrangements in which scientific work is
conducted have changed, or because the WoK in question has been used to engineer such
a new arrangement. “We can argue that political and social changes allowed the elevation of
such knowledge, either through the empowerment of protagonists and/or because it became
easier and more attractive for already powerful groups to appropriate the
knowledge/practices” (Pickstone 1994, 127). As I have argued elsewhere (Berry 2014c)
plant breeding geneticists built power for themselves around genes and what these genes
could deliver for society and industry in just this sort of maneuver. Statisticians give the
appearance of going through a similar process, and more interestingly, perhaps also entered
into a bootstrapping operation with genetics (but this is just speculation). My suggestion is
that geneticists and statisticians – whom we know became increasingly integrated
throughout the century thanks in part to the kind of work in population genetics pioneered by
Fisher – found that they could command greater power by increasingly embracing analysis,
to the greater exclusion of other, more experience based, forms of knowledge. An alternative
or complementary hypothesis, is that the RCT may have come to prominence because it can
ease the strain on over-stretched resources, such as seed supply or land. The smaller land
requirements of the RCT were mentioned earlier, with regard to the RCT’s ability to achieve
goal B more readily than the half-drill strip. For evidence one could point to NIAB’s 12th
Annual Report (1930-1931), which explained that ‘chequer-board’ trials (more similar in their
layout to a randomised block than the half-drill strip) were going to be more heavily used, in
order to speed up the number of varieties that might be tested for yield in any one year.14
Obviously this comes at the cost of large field scale trialling and the epistemic goals and
values that they could embody, which in turn suggests the relations between farmers and
scientists fieldside were also undergoing a transformation.
Lastly, refusing the assumption that we will need to think of the field in vastly different
terms to the laboratory has been highly productive. Not only do we thereby avoid conflating
places and practices, but we can all the better appreciate how WoK work across, upwards,
and downwards through places and people. The categories of ‘lab ideal’ and ‘field ideal’ do
more harm than good, even when – as is often the case – they are problematised by
historians and sociologists who want to bring attention to the places and practices ‘in
between’, which get classed as messy, or hybrid, or even dirty (Kingsland 2009; Kohler
2012; Schwarz 2014). If we drop the initial idea of a controlled lab place and a wild field
place, we can see that it is then inappropriate to be surprised when analysers and
experimenters are working through a whole host of different places and epistemological
14
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strategies, and we do not risk classing certain epistemic values as ‘absent’ from a place,
when really we should be alert to the variety of different forms that adherence to such a
value might take.
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